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Intro

The EU-funded project “Migrants and refugees in

have to address. Crucially, the use of new media

media and real life” has run over the course of 18

for the promotion of such narratives highlights

months and has been implemented by partners

the need to develop new media literacy skills to

from Denmark, Estonia, France, and The Neth-

respond to these changing trends and changing

erlands. Today, communication technologies oc-

platforms. For this end, this project has devel-

cupy a pivotal role in the narratives that especial-

oped an E-handbook of best practices that exam-

ly young people are exposed through the usage

ines political trends in partaking countries and

of the internet. As communication technologies

proposes methods to improve the media literacy

shape what kind of narratives are disseminated

skills of youth workers and young people.

and promulgated, radical and nationalist groupings throughout Europe have become increas-

The E-handbook includes reports on how Dan-

ingly savvy in exploiting the digital space as one

ish, Estonian, French, and Dutch society have

where they can reproduce their classical distinc-

responded to the growing presence and visibil-

tion between in and out groups to ultimately jus-

ity of (non-Western) migrants and refugees in

tify the marginalization of the out group.

their midst, with responses often being shaped
by distrust and anxieties of cultural erosion. The

In contemporary European societies, this out

overlap in these reactions highlights the shared

groups are predominantly constituted by indi-

political trends observable throughout Europe.

viduals and communities from migrant, refu-

The videos and activities of the handbook are

gee, and especially Muslim backgrounds. The

aimed to facilitate reflection on the presupposi-

intersection between communication technol-

tions of the participants and encourage them to

ogies, new media, and anti-minority narratives

empathize with the perceptions of migrants and

has subsequently created a novel and changing

refugees. The E-handbook is available online to

phenomenon contemporary European societies

maximize the outreach of this project’s findings.
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Description:
Dutch Media Portrayals of Immigrants and Refugees in the 21st Century

The Netherlands is a culturally diverse coun-

peers – and this gap is far more pronounced than

try that looks back onto a long history of being

in the OECD on average”. The societal impact of

both a destination for migrants and refugees as

non-white and non-Christian people has also in-

well as a country from which people have histor-

volved contestations and controversies: on the

ically migrated. Comparable to other Northern

one hand, The Netherlands has been criticized

and Western European states, the Netherlands

for its ‘Zwarte Piet’ tradition, which has tradi-

has registered a large influx of immigrants and

tionally involved the practice of blackfacing. At

refugees since the end of World War II, owing to

the same time Islamophobic sentiment has been

the decolonization of former Dutch territories,

rising in the country, inter alia due to the global

especially in the Caribbean, South America and

impact of 9/11, the 2002 killing of anti-immigra-

Indonesia, as well as labor demands that have re-

tion politician Pim Fortuyn and the 2004 murder

sulted in work-related migration from Morocco

of filmmaker Theo van Gogh by a Dutch-born

and Turkey. As such, migrants and individuals

Muslim of Moroccan origin (van Selm, 2019).

of migrant or refugee descent are highly pres-

Again comparable to other surging right-wing

ent in Dutch society and have started to shape

sentiments throughout Europe, right-wing pop-

modern Dutch culture. In an attempt to attract

ulist parties such as the VVD and the FvD have

highly-skilled migrants and students, the Dutch

been growing in popularity.

government has also internationalized significant parts of its education system. Especially for
lesser-skilled or unskilled migrants and refugees,
however, structural disadvantages vis-a-vis the
remainder of Dutch society prevail: a 2010 OECD
report observed that “Immigrants with low levels
of education are at a severe disadvantage in the
Dutch labour market compared to their native
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As in any other system, media portrayals play an
important role in shaping under what terms and
in which ways both immigrants and refugees

Media
Portrayals

are conceptualized: media framings can help to
modify and reinforce both negative and positive

In line with The Netherlands’ existence as a soci-

notions associated to immigration and asylum

ety that incorporates a variety of political opin-

(Farris & Mohamed, 2018). As voting behavior

ions and perspectives, the media portrayals of

is informed by perceptions, media thus matters

immigrants vary as well. A 2018 report by the

in how migrants and refugees are socially con-

International Organization for Migration notes

structed. What, then, is the portrayal of immi-

that reports in The Netherlands frequently em-

grants/refugees in the Dutch media?

ploy a humanitarian frame that “portrays immigrants as victims of an unfair system,” a portrayal that is often in contrast to more negative
localized opinions concerning immigration and
the asylum system. The same report contends
that media coverage on both parts of the political spectrum shapes the discourse of political
parties as parties are more likely to refer to media
outlets and publications that fit their narrative
as “the right framing helps the party attain its
policy goals”. As such, the differing portrayal of
immigration pivotally connects to the affiliation
individuals feel to certain political parties. This
affiliation ultimately informs voting behavior
and hence the policy options that are (de)legitimized via the demoratic process.
Akin to similar discourses in countries like the
UK and the US, immigration has increasingly

Front page reading „Asylum Hopper Invasion“

been understood in connection with criminal ac-

of De Telegraaf on January 7, 2017

tivity. As is evidenced by a 2017 paper by Brouwer
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et al., The Netherlands embody a specific Euro-

of the Arab Spring (Migration Policy Institute,

pean case in the scholarly discourse connected

2018). This governmental approach and the pub-

to crimmigration, referring to the convergence

lic support for such an approach, exhibited by

of criminal law and immigration law and the

the continued electoral support for Rutte and

growing criminalization of migration policies.

his party as well as the growing anti-immigrant

The Netherlands, Brouwer et al. (2017) contend,

sentiment in the country, illustrates public skep-

has obtained a “pioneering role in the adoption

ticism towards what is seen as unregulated and

of restrictive migrant policies and the strong an-

often imperiling migration movements that have

ti-migration sentiment surrounding these poli-

swept through Europe. Brouwer et al. (2017) also

cies”. Indeed, the Dutch administration of Prime

echo the findings of the IOM report, highlight-

Minister Mark Rutte has been hesitant if not

ing that the portrayals of immigrants under the

outright opposed to accepting more migrants

context of criminal activity differ significantly

(besides students and well-educated workers)

between the rather left-wing newspaper De Volk-

and refugees, especially following the outbreak

skrant and the relatively right-wing De Telegraaf.

Campaigners for the preservation of Zwarte Piet with a banner 'our heritage,
save Zwarte Piet' during the arrival of Sinterklaas in Leiden 2017
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They conclude that Dutch newspaper portrayals

such as the killings of Fortuyn and van Gogh

on unauthorized migrants chiefly focus on issues

were understood as attacks against the liber-

of crime, with the presumed crime-immigration

alism inherent to Dutch culture and as pointed

nexus having emerged as the discourse’s “most

challenges to the concept of free speech. This

salient theme”. This discourse and public opin-

narrative is further validated in the public eye

ion hereby appear to be mutually reinforcing in

by events elsewhere, i.e. in regards to the Char-

shaping a narrative that is skeptical at best re-

lie Hebdo attacks in France. Portrayals are here-

garding the benefits of immigration.

by informed by larger and often extra-national

Beyond presumed connections to criminal be-

trends and align with the anti-Muslim sentiment

havior, Dutch discourse on immigration is pivot-

growing stronger elsewhere as well: immigrants

ally shaped by what ‘kind’ of immigrant is being

of Jewish heritage, for instance, receive a more

considered, with an anti-Muslim dimension of

positive form of media coverage than Muslims

this discourse growing stronger in recent years.

(Jacobs et al., 2017). This is echoed by Rogge-

This is not a necessarily novel trend: incidents

brand and Vliegenthart (2007), who aver that
Islam has emerged as the central theme of immigration discourse to an extent in which
immigration is now inextricably portrayed through the
frame of Islam. As ‘Muslim’
and ‘immigrant’ are increasingly conflated and both are
negatively

connotated,

an-

ti-Muslim and anti-immigrant
sentiments in the country
have been legitimized.

“Hopeless asylum plague
continues unhindered”
in De Telegraaf, 7 January 2017
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In this context, the notions of ‘immigrant’ and
‘refugee’ are increasingly conflated as well, resulting in growing opposition to both groups.

“Admiration for the strength of the family that
fled Syria” in De Twentsche Courant Tubantia,
21 January 2017
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Immigrants and refugees are two legally distinct

Although both groups are technically immi-

groups that have differing political needs —

grants, they are conceptualized in different terms

however, they are not always treated as such. In

by the public discourse. The immigrants that are

this context, the Dutch media increasingly dis-

less desirable are hereby conflated with asylum

tinguishes between seemingly ‘desirable’ im-

seekers. As Eberl et al. (2018) posit: even prior

migrants (such as students and highly-skilled

to the migration caused by the Arab Spring, “the

immigrants, often categorized under the ‘expat’

most salient group of immigrants in news cov-

label) and less desirable immigrants, namely

erage tends to be asylum seekers”. Portrayals of

those less educated and less wealthy.

individuals and communities and the characteristics prescribed to them by the media discourse
is subsequently shaped by a sense of how ‘other’
the incoming individual
and group is, with a higher
level of perceived otherness evoking a more hostile response. As such, discourse in The Netherlands
and Western Europe has
begun to increasingly conflate the notions of immigrant and refugee, leading
to both groups being considered in the same terms
despite often having very
different reasons for entering the country.

Geert Wilders posting on Twitter “Never bow to Islam”, with a photo of
convicted American criminal Charles Manson as Prophet Muhammad
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Changing economic and political realities have
transformed The Netherlands, once seen as a
multicultural dream, into a country that increasingly conceives of immigration and Muslims in
particular as a political problem that must be
addressed and managed rather than as positive
constituents of a changing Dutch identity. The
increasingly negative perceptions of immigrants
and the purported implications of increasing immigration are reflected and simultaneously reinforced by public media outlets.

Conclusion
Portrayals of immigrants and refugees in The

That said, it would be oversimplistic to sug-

Netherlands are multifaceted and reflect the

gest that The Netherlands have outright reject-

country’s varying political orientations. Media

ed immigration throughout its history as much

framings have been of key relevance in the so-

of post-war Dutch history is pivotally connected

cial construction of the immigrant and refugee

to the efforts of individuals that are neither white

‘other’ as an entity that more often than not is

nor Christan nor born in the country. In lieu

conceptualized in rather negative terms: some-

of this, Islamic migrants in particular face in-

times as a threat to Dutch prosperity, sometimes

creasing hostility in The Netherlands, a trend

to Dutch liberalism and sometimes to an abstract

that is partly constructed and reaffirmed by me-

notion of Dutch culture more generally.

dia portrayals.
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Problem and goal

What sort of a problem does

out Europe, especially those of migrant and refu-

the activity solve or address?

gee backgrounds. Often experiencing social and

Modern information technologies have enabled

economic marginalization in their daily lives,

the global and ubiquitous access to new sourc-

migrants and refugees in particular are at a high

es of information and new variations of media

risk of undergoing online radicalization.

consumption. Whilst this has produced extreme

At-risk youth are often integrated into youth or-

benefits for publicly accessible political litera-

ganizations and/or groups focused on deradical-

cy, these new technologies and connected so-

ization and/or radicalization prevention, most of

cial media platforms have also allowed terrorist

which imply the inclusion of youth workers. The

groups to disseminate their messages globally at

growing impact of online radicalization hereby

a higher and less geographically restrained pace.

does not just impact those at risk of radicaliza-

As such, media consumption and information

tion but also those responsible for detecting and

technology has emerged as key factors shaping

addressing radicalization. For this reason, youth

the radicalization of young individuals through-

workers constitute the target group of this activity.

What do we reach,

calization plays out, especially in connection to

what is the aim?

the often stigmatized and negative portrayals of

The training aims to raise awareness regarding

young migrants/refugees. Following the train-

the issue of online radicalization and the differ-

ing, participants will have gained a better under-

ing dimensions of online radicalization for youth

standing of what online radicalization is, how it

workers involved in addressing and detecting on-

plays out, how it can be detected, and, ideally,

line radicalization. As such, the training seeks to

how they can help to prevent it.

improve the understanding of how online radi-
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Time
Allowance

The training will include five different activities, the content of
which is described in Activity description. The five activities laid
out below will require the following approximate amount of time.

Demanding time for the preparation
of the activity shall be stated.

Sculpturing of perceptions

Sculpture

30 minutes

5-10 minutes to clear up space in the room

Immigration/asylum/

Immigration/asylum/

radicalization walk

radicalization walk

15-20 minutes for walk,

10-15 minutes to clear up space

45-60 minutes for discussion

and mark steps on the floor

Reflection workshop

Reflection workshop

5-10 minutes per discussion round,

5-10 minutes to move tables and chairs

around 20 minutes for the final discussion

and provide tables with paper and pens

and the gathering of results

Radicalization pyramid

Radicalization pyramid

approx. 10 minutes for laying out the content

5-10 minutes for erecting the flip charts

of the exercise, 50 minutes for group work

and sorting out tables and chairs

A migrant’s path

A migrant’s path

90 minutes (15 minutes for preparation,

15-20 minutes to free up space, write the

45 minutes for group work, 30 minutes

obstacle cards and prepare the corners

for debriefing)

so the groups can start
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Aid

Sculpture

Aid, technology, tools and subjects
needed for the activity.

None

Radicalization pyramid
Enough tables for 3-5 to be seated per paired ta-

Immigration/asylum/

ble as well as enough chairs for everyone to sit.

radicalization walk

A4 papers, pens, flipcharts and markers (number

A band of tape that can be attached to the floor

depending on the group size). Pre-printed pyra-

and removed easily once the activity is finished.

mid samples, with the number depending on the

A set of predetermined questions will be required.

size of the group.

Reflection workshop

A migrant’s path

Enough tables for 5-6 to be seated per paired

Tape to demarcate checkpoints and start and

table as well as enough chairs for everyone to sit.

finish points. Prepared obstacle cards with ob-

Paper and pens for the hosts will be needed too.

stacles faced by migrants/refugees (these can be
adapted in terms of content).

Further equipment needed shall be stated
(internet, space, room adjustments etc.)

•

The room that is being used by the partner

•

The room must be big enough for all partici-

might have to be adjusted in size, depending

pants to move in, if necessary, in accordance

on the local social distancing regulations

with local Covid-19 regulations.

connected to Covid-19 and the number of

•

As discussed above, the room structure must
be adjusted according to the requirements of

participants.

the exercise.
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Activity
description

Brief activity description and methodology
(methodology can be described from the position
of the trainer as well as members of the group).

Sculpturing

Immigration/asylum/

of perceptions

radicalization walk

This involves participants to act in pairs with a

This involves a number of participants to be

technically unlimited number of participants. In

placed next to each other at a baseline created

pairs, participants receive an instruction from the

with a line of tape on the floor. Besides this, there

instructor (one single person is sufficient here)

will be a number of lines of tape both behind the

to sculpt their partner in some way (i.e. ‘position

participants and in front of the participants, de-

you partner in a way that makes him/her look

pending on the space available. The tape lines

proud’) within one minute.

should be placed sufficiently far removed from

The instructions are adapted to the context (i.e.

one another to make it apparent who is at what

‘position your partner in the way the media in

line. To start the exercise, the instructor reads

your country portrays migrants/refugees’, ‘posi-

out a question. If the participant answers that

tion your partner in the way you think migrants

question with ‘yes’, he or she moves forward to

want to be perceived’, etc.). The party that is be-

the next line of tape in front of her/him. If the

ing sculpted and the sculptor change after every

answer is ‘no’, he or she moves backwards to

round. After every round, the instructor asks

the next line of tape behind her/him. It is best

others as well as the sculptor to reflect on their

to start with some fairly general questions (i.e.

sculpting. This activity provides the participants

‘I have been born in the country I live in’) be-

with a means of visualization and corresponds

fore moving on to more topic-specific questions

with the topics discussed, thus encouraging re-

(i.e. ‘Never have I been discriminated online

flection on their own conditions and how others

against because of my skin color’, ‘Never have

may be at a disadvantage. At the same time, work

I been discriminated online against because of

is done in an accessible and interpersonal way

my religion’, etc.). The questions are very flexible

and should, ideally, incentivize communication

here and can be adapted according to the specific

and teamwork.

educational context the game takes place in.
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In the end, the questions should be structured in such a way that indicates that
migrants/refugees are at a severe disadvantage in how and why they experience discrimination, especially online. Following the game-phase (15-20 minutes), 45-60
minutes should be allocated to discuss the participants’ impressions of the outcome. This game helps to raise awareness, incentivize empathy and illustrate that
the lived experiences of individuals often differ tremendously.

Reflection workshop
This method enables participants to conduct a

has been suggested in the group. Following each

thorough assessment of the issues connected to

round, the participants then move around to dif-

(online) discrimination of migrants and refugees

ferent tables with different hosts, where they ini-

whilst aiming to develop implementable solu-

tially share their experience and ideas discussed

tions. The topics are addressed in a round-based

at their previous table. They then listen to the

system that uses interactive discussions on core

host at the new table before receiving the new

matters. Participants are placed on tables with

question and discussing new aspects. Towards

up to five other people, with one person per table

the end of the game, everyone will have visited

working as the main host. Following each ques-

several different tables, allowing for knowledge

tion round (questions could be, for example,

transfer and communication between stakehold-

‘where does online radicalization stem from?’,

ers. In the discussion round the tables may pro-

‘what could be a way of preventing online radi-

pose a list of ideas, priorities or actions relating

calization?’), the table host summarizes what

to preventing online radicalization.

Radicalization pyramid
The pyramid is initially drawn onto a flipchart

of radicalized behavior (such as social isolation

stage by stage by the host of the exercise. Each

from individuals that do not belong to the own

stage includes an incident (starting with the base

community). The further one gets to the top of

and moving to the top) that can incentivize in-

the pyramid the more extreme the incidents and

creasingly radicalizing behavior and a dimension

the more life-threatening the behavior becomes,
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ultimately resulting in radicalized harm to self
and/or others. This exercise indicates that radicalization is a gradual process in which forms of
escalation are based on previous experiences and
stages of radicalization. After the concept of the
pyramid has been introduced, the general group
is split up into smaller groups (3-5 people) that

Afterwards, hold a debriefing
session in which the following
caveats are discussed
•

radicalization process and its elements?

•

the task to elaborate on each stage of the pyra-

can interfere?

•

vent further radicalization and what could be the
best possible role of young people.

Have you realized before how
the small actions (or lack thereof )

mid and provide concrete examples, what can be
done to prevent these developments and to pre-

In which stages do you believe that
young people and/or youth workers

are given a sample of the pyramid along with A4
papers, pens, flipchart and markers. Give them

Do you get a better understanding of the

can lead to bigger consequences?

•

What are the most common elements
that can lead to violent extremism?

•

What did you take away from
this exercise?

A migrant’s path
Explain the nature and purpose of a simula-

sions as a group. The game highlights the need

tion game. The group will be split into different

for respect, empathy and sharing. The groups re-

groups (3-5 people), all of which will have to face

ceive ten minutes to reflect on the respective sit-

different situations faced by migrants and refu-

uations they are in and discuss the questions that

gees that arrive in a new country and struggle to

have been given to them. After they discuss their

adapt whilst being faced with the dangers of radi-

scenario, give them the first task: for five min-

calization. The room is split into as many corners

utes, to decide as a group which three out of ten

as there are teams: for each group, demarcate a

things to take to get on their journey.

starting point, three checkpoints and a finishing

After they finish with the first task, they “start”

line (to mark the start and the end of the jour-

their journey. They then pick three obstacle

ney, as well as three obstacles they will face).

cards, which are the cards with different chal-

Each group receives a different scenario in which

lenges that refugees can face on their journey

they operate as a family that has to make deci-

and after arriving in their country of destination.
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For 10-15 minutes, the groups can discuss the

After each group is done, leave some time for

challenges and seek to find a solution to them.

group elaboration and feedback before forming a

They can pass through the checkpoint after each

plenary discussion round.

obstacle-card decision is finished, moving them
closer to the finish.

The plenary discussion should

•

What do you think about the obstacles

address the following questions

of migrants/refugees and how do they

•

make you feel?

How did you feel when you had
to choose three things to pack?

•

Was it easy for you to make group decisions?

•

How do you feel about the people that
need to go through such a journey?

Practical remarks from implementation in practice:
Likely difficulties, variability, adaptation towards
environment, age, etc.
Some activities require some movement and might thus not be
accessible for people that are impaired in their physical mobility. Some exercises also require reading and writing skills. Another difficulty may be that all exercises require participants
to empathize with something they have perhaps not personally
experienced. The exercises are adaptable depending on their environment, especially as their structure can be modified to suit the
respective educational purpose.
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Photographer: We have to
portrait that this is happening
via information.dk
Information photographer Sigrid Nygaard took a picture of a man spitting at refugees from a motorway bridge during the days where thousands of refugees walked/escaped into Denmark on the
highways. (2015)

The former Minister of Foreign Affairs and Integration Inger
Støjberg (V) celebrated her 50 austerity measures in the area
of foreigners with a cake and a post on Facebook, which
made Denmark go into a tailspin on social media
via berlingske.dk
Like many other European countries, a right-wing movement has been ongoing in
the recent years in Denmark. Since 2015 over 140 austerity measures has been adopted in the area of foreigners. More and more polarized environments are established
through movements but especially on social medias.
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A culmination of the hard course in the area of
foreigners occurred when the controversial former immigration minister Inger Støjberg was
charged in a historic impeachment trial who
spearheaded dozens of tough immigration who
was accused of unlawfully ordering the separation of young asylum-seeking couples in
2016. Same minister who not only in Denmark
but worldwide got famous for celebrating the
achievement of the adoption of new strict laws
by posting a photograph of a celebration cake to
social media after her 50th amendment to tighten immigration controls was ratified earlier this
week back in 2017.
via nyheder.tv2.dk

On 13 December 2021, the Supreme Court ruled

cance the outcome of the trial would get for her

in the case against former Immigrants and Min-

political career in the short and long term.

ister of Integration, Inger Støjberg. Inger Stø-

The case of Inger Støjberg and the story of the

jberg was convicted of intentional violation of

separated asylum couples has filled the media

Ministerial Accountability Act § 5, paragraph 1

picture for several years, but also among politi-

and received a sentence of 60 days uncondition-

cians and population groups it has filled a lot.

al imprisonment in The child custody case. This

What is interesting in this context is that no pol-

is only the sixth time in Danish history since the

itician or officials was talking about the offense

constitution was adopted in 1849, that a minister

before Marianne Fajstrup in Berlinske on 25

has been in the Supreme Court. The Supreme

January 2016, for the first time brough the sto-

Court’s ruling by Inger Støjberg is of a principled

ry in the medias. This was despite the fact the

nature, and it has aroused great debate and dis-

numbers of officials warned the former minster

agreement. about whether Inger Støjberg should

about the potential offense, no one confronted

be found guilty or innocent, and what signifi-

the danish parliament.
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Since the media brought the story in 2016 there was a huge interest about the story
in the medias and among the danish people. A more and more devoted population
start discussing the case on emotional and brutal way on social medias. A Facebook group “the danes support Inger Støjberg” was created and on the other side a
group of people created a Facebook group with hundreds of thousands of members
against Inger Støjberg.

Rather you like it or not, you cannot ignore the fact that topics about refugees in
medias plays a big role in the danish society and is both one of the most discussed
topics among the Danes and gives most intense discussion on social medias.

Thank you for the offer of prayer

Member of the government party in the danish

call, but no thank you

parliament Lars Aslam Rasmussen who was in-

via kristeligt-dagblad.dk

vited during our K2 project to give a speech, here
during an interview where he share his skeptical
opinion about the Islamization of young people
in Denmark today and his opposition to the idea
of a prayer call in Copenhagen.
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Immigrant boys must not make
it unsafe to take S-trains
via berlingske.dk
In august 2020 the danish prime minster presented a new police
policy agreement with the goal making Danes safer and more comfortable using public transportation.

The agreement is about to it safer using pub-

Parliament member Sikander Siddique reacted

lic transportation in Greater Copenhagen. You

by saying that Mette Frederiksen breathes xeno-

should not be afraid to go home in the evening,

phobia they way she describe migrant boys. Few

because there are 15-17 immigrant boys who can-

days was complaining about migrants boys ap-

not figure out how to behave properly, says Prime

proach to COVID-19.

Minister Mette Frederiksen. Several politicians
from the danish parliament addressed the problem of the way the danish prime minister describing migrants’ boys.
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When she first suspects minorities who are in-

migrant boys that are difficult not to see as rac-

fected with a deadly disease, and today longs for

ist, it paints a very problematic picture of a head

what she calls immigrant boys she breathes xe-

of government who divides Denmark instead of

nophobia. When the country’s prime minister

uniting, he says.

three days in a row makes two statements about

Based on the statements from

•

We arranged an EVENT in Energicenter Kobbelvænget. Here

the danish prime minster and

we invited a group of youth with migrant backgrounds from

opinions of Sikander Siddique,

Technical University of Denmark (Department Ballerup),

Copenhagen Youth Network

youth from the football club Mladost IF from Ballerup, some

arranged several activists in

with and some without migrant background.

context to the statements to

•

We also invited the association “Kurdish women association”

test the impact on youth with

to join the debate. And organization with Kurdish, Arabic and

migrant background from Bal-

Minorities. Coenhagen Youth Network were moderators of the

lerup and Copenhagen.

debate panel.
•

We also made a survey among 40 youth with migrant backgrounds between 15 – 25 from Ballerup to tets how the statement from the prime minister effected them.

B.T and Ekstra Bladet — two most
well-known digital medias
Every day, Ekstra Bladet is in contact with close

465 million (on the third place TV2 140 million

to a million users who follow breaking news in

views). It shows how big and essential role both

Denmark and the world. Around 100 million

medias who remind a lot about it each other have

times a month people are visiting the website

on the danish population. Research during the

ekstrabladet.dk close to DKK 100 million. Eks-

last two years among 400 youth in Copenhagen,

tra Bladet are also active on Facebook and with a

Odense and Ballerup shows that their popularity

daily physical newspaper. While Ekstra Baldet in

is indisputable among the Youth.

July 2020 had 465 millions online views BT had
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Both medias are like other big digital medias such
as Politiken, Jyllands Posten and Berlingske very
active in the covering of refugees in the medias.
They are daily sharing bad stories that create intense debates in the society. An
analyze from Infomedia, the
Nordic regions leading media
intelligence powerhouse shows
that despite the many negative
covering stories of refugees and
migrants in the Danish medias
the Danish reputation has not
been slightly harmed globally.
via infomedia.dk

During 2020 and 2021 CYN has conducted studies among youth with migrant, refugees but also
with ethical Danish background. Based on the
analyzes the youth experiences is that the medias play the biggest role on the negative image of
refugees and migrants in the society. Despite the

As example several youth mention that medias

fact that the descendants of immigrants storm-

are interesting in portraying young criminals or

ing forward in higher education, many of these

radicalized youth with other migrant/refugees’

young students feels associated with bad inte-

background instead for portraying the youth

gration, crime and religious fanaticism.

who are well integrated and well educated.

via berlingske.dk
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Michal Dyrby: We have to force

The refugee debate on social media is “emotion-

young migrants to get vaccinated

al, confrontational and only serves to dig ditch-

In 2021 BT made a portrait of Michal Dyrby, Ed-

es.” This is the opinion of just over half of the

itor-im- chief of BT with the headline refugees

Danes who in a survey conducted by Analyze

should leave Denmark whenever possible.

Danmark declare “completely agree” or “partially

via bt.dk

agree” with the above.

Same Michal Dyrby has criticized young males

It gets emotional and people with negative or

with migrant background in a debate post due

extreme attitudes jump to the keys the fastest.

to the targets affiliation to the vaccine against

Those who have something to complain about,

COVID-19. In the post Michal Dyrby supports

they write. Those who do not have are quiet, says

the idea of forcing these males to get vaccinated

Mads Kæmsgaard Eberholst, senior lecturer at

or in worst case get paid to get vaccinated.

the Center for Power, Media and Communication

via bt.dk

at RUC to Ugebrevet A4.
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Descendants of immigrants are
storming forward in higher education
via berlingske.dk
Children of immigrants are
doing well according to the
Danish Knowledge Center for
Integration.
In higher education, the descendants take up even more
space than they do in the general population, analysis from
the knowledge center shows.

Afghan refugees

Several mayors declare themselves ready to receive refugees from

are doing quite well

Afghanistan. New inventory shows that the Afghan refugees are

in Denmark

doing quite well in this country.

via nb-kommune.dk
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More non-Western entrepreneurs
are good news
via lederne.dk

Danes with a non-Western background have really gained the
courage to be independent. This applies to both immigrants and
their descendants. Descendants in particular are storming forward
when it comes to starting your own business.
This is shown by the latest figures for the period 2014–2017 from
Statistics Denmark. Over the four years, the number of new businesses established by non-Western immigrants has increased by
21 percent. Among descendants, the number of newly established
companies has increased by just over 46 percent. In comparison,
the number of ethnic Danish entrepreneurs has only grown by just
over four percent.
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Immigrant girls overtake Danish
young people as pattern breakers
via kristeligt-dagblad.dk
While the proportion of pattern breakers is falling or stagnating
among young people with a Danish background, significantly
more young immigrants and descendants from unskilled families
are taking an education.

Three out of four young women with a non-West-

It shows a new analysis from the Labor Move-

ern immigrant background become pattern

ment’s Business Council, which has mapped

breakers, while this applies to two out of three

parenting background and educational choices

women from unskilled ethnic Danish homes,

among 68,600 25-year-olds, of which 6,300 are

and just over half of young men with a Danish

immigrants and descendants.

and immigrant background.
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France Info appeals to the
left-wing viewers & listeners
via francetvinfo.fr

Migrants: “This year 2021 is
terrible, there are deaths at all
borders”, deplores the president of France Fraternités.
However, Pierre Henry sees
signs of hope in Europe, especially in Germany where the
new coalition is on a path of
Dismantling of the Loon plage camp,

“crisis prevention”.

near Grande-Synthe (North),
on 16 November 2021

The political position is mainly on the left with a strong
affiliation to France insoumise (28.6% for non-subscribers
and 35.2% for subscribers) and the extreme left
via lemonde.fr

Between “firmness” and “humanity”,
Emmanuel Macron’s ridge line on immigration
The migration policy of the head of state, embodied
by the Collomb law, has not marked a clean break
with that of his predecessors at the Elysée
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The annual immigration figures, published on Thursday 20 January 2022, by the
Ministry of the Interior and supposed to reflect the content of the policy in force, reveal above all the impact of the health crisis in 2021 on the administration and population movements. Flows, which had fallen in 2020, are almost back to their 2019 level. Some 272 000 first residence permits were issued and while asylum applications
are on the rise again, removals are still struggling.

Almost one in two immigrants in France
was born in Africa, one in three in Europe
Share of the total population by city catchment area, in 2018, in %
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Share of the immigrant population in the total
population by catchment area of cities with more
Than 5,000 inhabitants, by country of birth, in 2018, in %
Countries from Maghreb

Countries from Africa

Countries from Europe

(Except Maghreb)

(including Russia)

France Culture is the French national
cultural radio station of the Radio
France group
via franceculture.fr

On Wednesday, 27 migrants died in the sinking of the dinghy on which they were hoping to
reach the United Kingdom from the Pas-de-Calais. The British press blamed France for this tragedy, accusing it of passivity, or even complicity
with the smugglers.
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What does the British press have to say in the

For beyond the headline, there are several el-

wake of the shipwreck on the English Chan-

ements in the editorial choices made by the

nel that cost the lives of 27 migrants?

tabloid that sum up the position of the British

The event is making the headlines on the oth-

press. First, the headline, in the form of an in-

er side of the Channel: “human tragedy” for

dignation, a question: “And now, will our leaders

The Daily Mirror, “horror on the Channel”

finally act? We are not immediately told which

for The I Paper, a “disaster” according to The

leaders are involved, nor in what direction they

Telegraph... in short, a “disgraceful” trage-

are being asked to act... but it becomes clearer

dy, to use the word that runs across the front

with the choice of the main photo: it was taken

page of The Sun.

on a French beach, and we see people wearing
life jackets pulling an inflatable boat towards the
sea; a man, without a jacket, seems to be urging
them to go faster, because behind them there
is a car with a blue flashing light, a 4x4 pick-up
truck that is presented in the caption as a French

British lifeguards bringing

police vehicle, idly watching the departure of a

migrants and their boat ashore

group of migrants similar to the one that sank a

at Dungeness, 24/11/21

few hours later.
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The tone is set: “French police lazily watch as
boats leave for the UK”, accuses The Sun, joined
by the (usually more moderate) Daily Mirror,
which uses the same image of “police looking the
other way as children are loaded onto makeshift
rafts”. The Mirror points out that the photo was
taken on a beach at Wimereux in the Pas-deCalais, and that it was not the same group of migrants who were shipwrecked afterwards, but it
was a matter of time.

Neutrality of information processing
MIGRANTS “Voluntary return” consists of offer-

A procedure which consists, for the State, in of-

ing a flight and a sum of money to encourage an

fering a flight and a sum of money (at least 1,850

undocumented migrant to return to his or her

euros) to encourage an irregular migrant to leave

country of origin. The head of the French Of-

France and return to his or her country of origin.

fice for Immigration and Integration (Ofii), Di-

The health crisis has reduced “voluntary returns.

dier Leschi, is defending his “balance sheet”. At

“We are in a very difficult period from the point

a hearing before the National Assembly’s law

of view of deportations (to the border) because

commission prior to a parliamentary vote on his

of the health crisis,” Didier Leschi stressed. “For

nomination for a new mandate at the head of the

voluntary departures, we were up to 8,000 in

Ofii, he explained that 5,000 people had opted

2019, but the halt in air transport, the health dif-

for a “voluntary return”.

ficulties, have brought us down to around 5,000
departures in 2021,” compared to around 4,500 in
2020, Didier Leschi explained.
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“It will be one of the challenges (of the next mandate) to resume a very proactive action for voluntary departures, some of which will then benefit
from reintegration assistance” in the country of

In 2020, expulsions of illegal im-

origin, he continued. “It seems important to me

migrants fell by half (51.8%), with

to ensure that people, once they no longer have

9,111 “forced removals”, compared

a residence permit, return to their country of ori-

with 18,906 the previous year

gin in the best possible conditions and to stabilise
them by enabling them to develop an economic
activity,” added the director general of the Ofii.

Immigration: France to ‘voluntarily return’ 5,000 foreigners in 2021
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The political position is mainly on the left with a strong
affiliation to France insoumise (28.6% for non-subscribers
and 35.2% for subscribers) and the extreme left
via monde-diplomatique.fr

Several associations keep an up-to-date list of the victims of “Fortress Europe”, both
immigrants and refugees. Based on press reports and reports from local organisations, they try to establish as accurate a count as possible. Only precisely documented deaths - more than 7,000 between 1993 and 2006, or 3,000 in the period from
December 2003 to 2006 alone - are therefore included in these maps, which are minimal representations of an ignored hecatomb.
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Immigration, wave or tsunami?
via marianne.net
After having addressed the debt, secularism
and ecology, “Marianne” publishes “Immigration, wave or tsunami?”, the fourth special issue
of the collection “Ces débats que les politiques
devraient avoir”.
Because the subject is as passionate as it gets,
Marianne wanted to open the debate on immigration. Without preconceived ideas, without
bias. By analysing the migration phenomenon in
a historical context and a global framework, because the history of humanity, since Homo erectus and Homo sapiens, is intertwined with that
of migrations. There are several explanations
for migratory movements.
The desire of human groups to seek a better

France is a special case

world elsewhere, to flee misery and persecution.

By its history, its demography, its position as

Desire for conquest and discovery of unknown

a crossroads in Western Europe. For centuries, it

lands. The desire for power, the thirst to domi-

experienced very few migratory movements in

nate and accumulate wealth. From Rome to the

either direction.

colonisations of the Europeans, via the Arab, Ot-

Unlike all other countries, especially in Europe.

toman and other empires, our history is a long

Since the middle of the 19th century, with the

succession of population movements, voluntary

demographic collapse and the industrial revolu-

or involuntary.

tion, it has become a land of immigration.
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Several Challenges journalists feel and deplore
the fact that their newspaper “rolls for Macron”
via challenges.fr

Immigration “good for the economy” according to the Council for
Economic Analysis. According to the body that advises the government, the long-term issues, not just the short-term costs of immigration, should be considered.

Firstly, “a considerable body
of economic research demonstrates the benefits of skilled
and diverse labour immigration” in terms of innovation,
entrepreneurship and therefore growth and productivity,
the note points out.

Citing observations made in the United States, a country at the
forefront of attracting foreign talent, its authors show that immigrants, who represent 13% of the population, were behind 24% of
patents filed between 1940 and 2000, and that they represent
26% of entrepreneurs.

In France, only 8% of patents are filed by immigrants,
who represent about 10% of the population
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Vicious circle
Furthermore, studies show that the diversity of birthplaces of a
company’s employees is a source of greater productivity, and that
the network effects of diasporas create “bridges” with other countries that stimulate foreign trade and investment.
With 37.8% of working-age immigrants having an educational level equal to or lower than the brevet and 70% of immigrants (excluding European mobility) coming from the African continent,
“our country is not exploiting these opportunities”, summarises
Emmanuelle Auriol.
“France is in a vicious circle where, as immigration is not very diversified and not very qualified, public opinion is rather unfavourable. And this leads to very restrictive policies” in terms of economic immigration, adds Hillel Rapoport.

The

note therefore recommends

“rethink-

They would also like to strengthen the “talent

ing national migration policy” by developing

passport” scheme, created in 2016 to encour-

“varied” immigration channels in terms of geo-

age the reception of qualified young people. In

graphical origin.

2019, only 13,500 passports were issued via this

To do this, its authors recommend the creation

scheme, which “does not allow the trend of low-

of a points-based visa system, based on the mod-

skilled, undiversified and low-volume immigra-

el of those existing in Canada and Australia,

tion to be reversed”.

which has the merit of being “transparent, fair

Other recommendations aim to improve the

and efficient”, but also “flexible” in terms of the

quality of education in order to attract more stu-

criteria used to determine the profile of immi-

dents and to facilitate the granting of residence

gration candidates.

permits to students at the end of their course, by
relaxing the eligibility criteria, as only 21% of foreign students are still present in France five years
after their arrival in the country.
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Appeal to left-wing readers, especially
the generation of sixty-eighters
67% of French people are
worried about a “great replacement”
via france24.com
The theory of the Great Replacement has made its way around the

“People who watch this inter-

world, becoming very popular among identity movements in Eu-

view and will succumb to this

rope and within the “alt-right”, the American alternative right. For

panic, this idea that they are

Aurélien Mondon, this has been made possible by the way the far

going to be replaced ethno-

right has adapted its position on racism. Rather than talking about

graphically, don’t want to be

racial or ethnic hierarchies, the discourse focuses more on cultures

called racist and will say they

and cultural power.

are defending civilisation,” he

In a recent interview with the right-wing television channel

continues. “This approach of-

CNews, Renaud Camus said that his theory was not about race, but

fers them respectability while

about the defence of civilisation. “Racism is still taboo in our so-

at the same time conveying

cieties,” says Aurélien Mondon. “No one wants to admit they are

racist prejudices, and protect-

racist and no one wants to be called racist.”

ing their own privileges,” analyses the lecturer.

French institute of public opinion
via ifop.com
Five segments can be distinguished within the

At the extremes are the Multiculturalists, who

French population. All of them reflect distinct

have a positive – or rather less negative – at-

opinions and attitudes towards the issues of im-

titude to the issues of immigration, refugees,

migration, refugees, identity, Islam and the eco-

identity, Islam and the economic situation. at-

nomic situation. and the economic situation.

titude towards the future of France and towards
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immigrant and refugee populations, and and

Nationalist Identitarians are also opposed to glo-

refugees, and the National Identitarianists who

balisation and a more open society, and have neg-

tend to vote for the Front National and are more

ative attitudes towards immigrants and refugees.

pessimistic about the economic and cultural sit-

Between these two groups lie three other seg-

uation in France.

ments: the Humanitarians, the Left Behind, and
the Economically Concerned.

Presentation of the segments
(in % of the total population)

Together they define what is

Their views are relatively suggestible and their

known as the ‘anxious middle’

support for one type of policy or another can

or the ‘ambivalent middle’

change, which is both a risk and an opportunity.
This ambivalent milieu represents a total of 53
per cent of the French population.
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Immigrants and refugees
in Estonia
The number of foreign citizens and persons

Largely shielded from immigration pressures

without citizenship residing in Estonia is around

due to its geography, Estonia has one of the

270,000, which corresponds to a share of 20%.

lowest migrant-apprehension rates in the Euro-

Estonia experienced more deaths than births

pean Union and received the fewest asylum ap-

in 2020 and its population decreased by 2,602

plications. Nevertheless, public discourse about

people due to negative natural increase; howev-

migrants and foreigners is heavily marked by

er, positive net migration helped grow the pop-

fear and animosity. Estonia operates one dedi-

ulation as 3,782 people moved to the country,

cated immigration detention centre, which was

according to Statistics Estonia, the country’s

opened in 2018 to replace an older facility that

official statistics agency. As of 1 January 2021,

had a long track record of riots, hunger strikes,

1,330,068 people lived in Estonia, according to

and violence. “Alternatives to detention” are not

the agency, and thanks to positive net migration,

widely used and the country’s laws do not pro-

that is 1,179 more people than the year before.

hibit the detention of children.

via stat.ee
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As the cumulative negative natural growth in

The largest ethnic groups in Estonia are Esto-

Estonia is seen during few last decades, the re-

nians (68.7%), Russians (25.6%), Ukrainians

mainder of the population decline since 1990 was

(2.1%), Belarusians (1.2%), and Finns (0.8%).

caused by emigration. Mainly ethnic Russians,

These five groups made up 98.4% of Estonia’s

Ukrainians and Belarusians emigrated. Conse-

population. Migration statistics provide an over-

quently, the proportion of these ethnic groups

view of internal migration, or movement from

decreased.

one administrative unit to another within Estonia, and external migration, or cross-border
changes of residence.

The tendency of migration
In 2018, 4 900 new immigrants obtained a resi-

the top 15 countries of origin, Ukraine registered

dence permit longer than 12 months in Estonia

the strongest increase (500) and Latvia the larg-

(excluding EU citizens), 22% more than in 2017.

est decrease (-100) in flows to Estonia compared

This figure comprises 35.1% labour migrants,

to the previous year.

34.5% family members (including accompa-

In 2019, the number of first asylum applicants

nying family), 25% who came for education

increased by 11.1%, to reach around 100. The ma-

reasons and 5.3% other migrants. Around 58

jority of applicants came from Russia (30) and

short-term permits were issued to internation-

Turkey (20). The largest increase since 2018 con-

al students and 87 to temporary and seasonal

cerned nationals of Russia (+20) and the largest

labour migrants (excluding intra-EU migra-

decrease nationals of Pakistan (-10). Of the 90

tion). In addition, 3 200 intra-EU postings were

decisions taken in 2019, 50% were positive.

recorded in 2018, an increase of 5% compared

In early 2020, the government proposed changes

to 2017. These posted workers are generally on

to the Alien’s Act, Income Tax Act and Taxation

short-term contracts.

Act to prevent the misuse of employment regu-

Ukraine, Russia and Finland were the top three

lations, as well as to limit tax evasion from enter-

nationalities of newcomers also in 2018. Among

prises and to ensure that they pay foreign work-
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ers the required Estonian average monthly wage.

Act provides free Estonian language training

Moreover, the Ministry of the Interior proposed

classes to adult applicants for citizenship who

changes to the Aliens Act and Study Support and

have been legally residing in Estonia for at least

Study Loans Act to regulate the conditions for

five years and are eligible for naturalisation. Lan-

study migration and family migration in Estonia.

guage classes can involve paid study leave from

This will mostly aim at better meeting the needs

work. The language examination does not apply

of the Estonian labour market. In April 2018, the

to those who studied in Estonia and applicants

government adopted a national action plan to

aged 65 or older need to pass only the oral lan-

prevent and tackle illegal employment.

guage examination.

The Citizenship Act was amended in 2019 to

A new national initiative, called the e-Residency

enlarge access to Estonian citizenship. A minor

2.0 White Paper, was launched in December 2018

whose parent or grandparent lived in Estonia

to continue to expand Estonia’s global influence.

prior to the restoration of the Republic of Es-

Based on cooperation between the public and

tonia independence (20 August 1991) may now

private sector, E-Residency 2.0 includes 49 rec-

apply for citizenship under a simplified proce-

ommendations to make e-Residency more bene-

dure. Another amendment to the Citizenship

ficial for everyone in Estonia.
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Official opinions
While Estonia’s net migration has been positive

The Statistics Estonia data recorded 12,240 peo-

for five years in a row, since the majority of im-

ple arriving in Estonia, and 7,210 leaving the

migrants are non-Estonian citizens, as opposed

country, in 2019. This figure is provisional and

to returning Estonians, this is causing long-term

does not include unregistered migration.

concerns, according to Minister for Population

Solman also pointed to 2018’s figures, saying

Affairs Riina Solman (right wing Isamaa politi-

non-Estonian citizens accounted for over 80 per-

cal party).

cent of net immigration that year. Over 9,700
people entered Estonia in 2018
who were non-citizens, compared with around 7,800 who
held citizenship, Solman said.
At the same time, whereas over
6,500 Estonian citizens left the
country in 2018, close to 4,000
non-Estonian citizens left.
“To maintain population balance, Estonia has set itself an
immigration limit of 0.1 percent of Estonia’s permanent

via news.err.ee

population, or slightly more than 1,300 people

“At present, there is no overview on the citizen-

per year,” Solman said, noting that the coalition

ship of immigrants in 2019, but based on 2018,

government already has changes on the table to

it is projected that most of the net immigration

address the issue – as noted net immigration was

balance consisted not of Estonian citizens but of

already around four times that of the 1,300 figure

citizens of other countries,” Solman said to Es-

cited by Solman, regardless of the origin of those

tonian broadcasting company ERR, reacting to

migrating into the country.

preliminary data from government agency Sta-

Solman also claimed that temporary residence

tistics Estonia which showed a net immigration

and short-term employment had risen in Esto-

figure of over 5,000 for 2019.

nia, particularly among Russian and Ukrainian
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citizens – these groups had seen around a 25 per-

“Due to immigration, the proportion of Esto-

cent rise on year to 2019 (though “undefined cit-

nians within the population has been decreasing

izenship” makes up the third-largest group at 17

for several years; this primarily affects the main

percent-ed.).

immigration destinations, especially Tallinn,”

Solman, who has made efforts to encourage

she added.

a growth in Estonia’s birth rate among its citi-

While several preceding ministers of the interi-

zens, also noted that the relative population of

or overseeing immigration policy making had

‘native’ Estonians will also decline, if current

aimed both to reassure the relatively immigra-

trends continue. “According to Statistics Esto-

tion-wary public and satisfy the advocacy coa-

nia’s population projection last year, the coun-

lition of employers, EKRE changed track. After

try’s population will decrease slightly, due to

becoming minister of the interior, the then chair-

a negative natural increase,” Solman said, refer-

man of the party Mart Helme likened immigrant

ring to birth versus death rates among Estonian

labor to slave labor that is endangering Estonia

citizens. “Until more people are born than die,

as a nation state, attacked employers using mi-

Estonia will not be sustainable,” she added.

grant labor and declared that migrant workforce
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should be substituted by activating those permanent residents who are inactive in the labor market and bring Estonian labor migrants back from
Finland (ERR, 2019).
Two months later he dismissed the immigration regulation working group, a body of public
officials of related ministries, stakeholders and
experts which had been tasked with proposing
ideas for immigration regulation reforms. However, the minister did not attempt to establish
an alternative policy monopoly in the form of an
alternative working group, and most of Helme’s
attempts to change immigration legislation were
blocked by other cabinet ministers (Internet portal Delfi, 2019; ERR, 2019). Eventually, Helme
succeeded in making some amendments to mi-

According to the preliminary data of Statistics

gration regulation, which extended the enforce-

Estonia, on January 1, 2020 the Estonian popula-

ment regulations of 2018 also to rental labor from

tion was 1,328,360, a rise of 3,540 on year. Among

companies registered in other EU member states

those nationalities holding long-term residence

but did not impose any new restrictions.

permits in Estonia, Russian citizens made up
overwhelmingly the highest proportion, with
over 80,000, compared with the next-highest
group (Ukrainians at a little over 4,000). However, those of “undefined citizenship” numbered
over 70,000, according to Statistics Estonia.
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Refugees and asylum seekers
Estonian Refugee Council is the biggest NGO

Since 1997, when the Refugee Act was adopted

which works to help refugees who have arrived

in Estonia and Estonia acceded to the 1951 UN

to Estonia to start their new lives as quickly as

Convention relating to the Status of Refugees,

possible, and to provide support also to people

a total of about 1,100 asylum applications have

forced to flee their homes outside of the Esto-

been submitted to Estonia (see statistics on the

nian borders.

website of the Police and Border Guard Board).

The largest numbers of asylum seekers have come from
Ukraine, Syria, Russia, Georgia and Afghanistan
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At the time of applying for asylum, people are

protection to 531 people (refugee status to 280

placed in the accommodation center for asylum

people and subsidiary protection to 251 people).

seekers in Vao or Vägeva, which are located in

Upon recognition of refugee status, a person is

Lääne-Virumaa and Jõgeva County, respectively.

granted a residence permit for three years; in the

However, in Estonia a relatively small number

case of subsidiary protection, a one-year resi-

of asylum seekers actually receive asylum. In the

dence permit is issued. The residence permit can

period 1997–2019, Estonia granted international

be extended for 3 or 2 years, respectively, if the
situation in the home country has not improved.

The largest number of beneficiaries during

Syria — 192 people

these 20 years have come from

Ukraine — 93
Iraq — 41
Russia — 40

The influence of media
The role of media, and particularly in the Inter-

elements involved in the current refugee crisis.

net, is significant when it comes to shape eco-

At the same time, this informative vacuum has

nomic and lifestyle migration. It provides the in-

been filled by the social media in the hands of

troduction and helps to create new relationships.

those who have made fear of immigration their

A survey taken in 2016 has found that 21% of Es-

main tool for achieving political power. As a re-

tonians considers immigration to be the biggest

sult, 21% of Estonians are afraid of something,

problem Estonia is facing at the moment, de-

but they are not sure of, since they do not have

spite the fact that the country that time hasn’t

any experience with the object of their fear. The

received a single asylum seeker from the pro-

images and the news during few months were

posed EU quota. Unemployment was second,

disturbing. From the massive arrival of desper-

chosen by 12% of the respondents.

ate people to the central states of Europe, to

The Estonian media has not been able to in-

the inability of many countries to cope with the

form the public with enough accuracy on all the

overwhelming flow of refugees.
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At the same time survey conducted in 2016 among the Estonian population and new immigrants were the following:
•

The immigrants who have arrived in Estonia

•

•

Comparing the media space inhabited by

in the last six years are mainly people with

Estonian residents and immigrants, we see

high educational attainment (although the

that they are quite different. 23% of perma-

high percentage could have been a product of

nent residents follow international media

the survey format, which was an online ques-

channels at least once a week; 58% of immi-

tionnaire), and came here mainly due to their

grants do so. For the most part, permanent

work or for family reasons. A very small share

residents follow local news channels. For im-

has requested and received international

migrants, they most often tune into the news

protection – only 1% of the immigrants who

from their country of origin.

arrived in the period in question. One part

•

•

•

Surprisingly, when it comes to migrant crisis

of the immigrants came for various person-

topics, immigrants trust nearly all of the in-

al reasons, among them are immigrants who

formation sources more than do the Estonian

came seeking a higher standard of living.

permanent residents on average. The biggest

The predominant share of

immigrants

differences in trust were seen in the case of

works – there are rather few unemployed or

the Estonian government, ministries/govern-

non-employed persons.

ment offices and the foreign media, which

The majority of the immigrants came to Es-

are trusted by immigrants by 20% more than

tonia from the European Union region, with

by local inhabitants. Friends and acquain-

a fewer share of those from outside the Euro-

tances were considered by both groups to be

pean Union.

the most trusted source of information.

76% of immigrants sees their future as being
tied to Estonia and there are just as many of
those who would recommend their acquaintances to come to live in Estonia. Those who
have come to Estonia from countries outside
the European Union are more likely to wish
to settle here permanently.
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Migrants on labour market
Since the quota ceased to meet the demand for

Since 2018, third country nationals can work in

labor force around 2016, temporary access to Es-

Estonia for up to 1 year in a 1.5-year time frame,

tonian labor market was simplified by offering

when holding a D-visa. The reforms have resulted

immigration counseling to migrants and host

in a considerable increase of labor immigration,

institutions and enabling third country nation-

and most notably, of short-term labor mobility.

als to work while holding a visa or being in Estonia based on a visa free regime, provided that
they register their short-term employment with
the Police and Border Guard Board and that they
are paid at least the national average salary (1,404
euros per month in the first quarter of 2020 —
Statistics Estonia, 2020).
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The COVID crisis did not bring consensus to

coalition partners could also make some polit-

the governing coalition over migration policy.

ical gains vis à vis the employers’ and universi-

Although Mart Helme came to the cabinet with

ties’ advocacy coalitions EKRE refused to work

ambitious plans for immigration restrictions, the

with. Also, extensive restrictions on migration

cabinet was reluctant to approve them. While the

might have a negative effect on the already ailing

Centre Party and Isamaa have rather been pro-

economy. The short-term labor migrants have al-

ponents of conservative migration policy, allow-

ready become a notable group of tax payers and

ing EKRE to pursue with the reform would have

an indispensable labor force (ERR, 2019) for many

brought political gains to EKRE exclusively, who

sectors, e.g., construction or farming, where

is perceived as the issue owner by the society.

the labor force demand was not affected by the

By curbing EKRE’s enthusiasm, the other two

COVID-19 crisis.
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The government agreed to some enhanced reg-

from 9 to 6 months per year (daily newspaper

ulations on study, family and labor migration,

Postimees, 2020).

e.g., the obligation of the sponsor (e.g., the em-

However, there was one additional restriction not

ployer) to guarantee testing, transportation and

communicated by the government which had en-

a 14-day period of self-isolation of newly arrived

tered the draft law, namely, a restriction to third

immigrants before they can assume work, but

country nationals to work in most sectors based

also new restrictions on seasonal migration, i.e.,

on a C-visa or visa-free stay. Thus, EKRE managed

a salary requirement for seasonal workers and

to take some additional steps toward restricting

the reduction of the time limit of seasonal work

short-term labor migration to Estonia.
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Opposition Social Democratic Party (SDE) lead-

help in solving the issue of labor shortages. We

er Indrek Saar wants to grill finance minister

want to ask Martin Helme in person what is he

Martin Helme (EKRE) on allegations he made

planning against strawberry farmers, and what

last week that Estonia’s strawberry farmers may

instructions he has given to the tax authority,”

be engaged in tax evasion, in the latest round of a

Saar went on.

war of words surrounding potential labor short-

“Rude and hostile statements concerning farm-

ages as strawberry picking season arrives.

ers from ministers, and speaker of the Riigikogu

“Last week, the finance minister accused straw-

Henn Polluaas (EKRE), must come to an end,”

berry farmers of potential tax crime, effectively

Saar said, according to BNS.

threatening them with repercussions,” Saar said

Potential shortage of labor in the strawberry

Monday, news agency BNS reports. “This is an

picking sector revolves around the expiry of resi-

unforeseen statement in a democratic country,”

dence permits for third country nationals, many

Saar added.

of them from Ukraine, who would be involved

“One cannot but get the impression that the

in the harvesting, as a result of changes to the

minister is planning a political retaliation for

Aliens Act ostensibly sparked by the coronavirus

farmers having dared to ask the government for

pandemic.

via reuters.com
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Conclusion

According to the statistics of

As of 17th March 2020, the Government decided to temporarily

Statistics Estonia, as of 1 Jan-

restrict the crossing of the Schengen internal and external border

uary 2021, the population of

and reintroduce border controls. An emergency situation was de-

Estonia was 1 329 460, which

clared in Estonia on March 12th to contain the spread of coronavi-

is 484 persons (0,04%) more

rus, and it lasted until 18th May 2020.

compared to the year before.
Due to negative natural population decrease (the number

Due to COVID-19 pandemic, Estonia witnessed

of deaths exceeded the num-

a decrease in immigration of third country na-

ber of births), the population

tionals within all migration categories:

decreased by 2590 persons;

•

The number of first-time temporary resident permits (TRP)

however, due to the positive

issued by PBGB reduced by 21%, incl. the number of TRP for

migration rate, the popula-

studying decreased 60%, for family migration 14%, and for em-

tion increased by 3074 persons

ployment 6%.

(more people immigrated to

•

There was a 31% decrease in registrations of short-term em-

than emigrated from Estonia).

ployment compared to the previous year – 22 110 in 2020 com-

2020 was mostly characterised

pared to 32 245 in 2019. TCN, whose short-term employment

by living in the COVID-19 pan-

was registered in 2020, were most often nationals of Ukraine,

demic, which had a significant

Belarus and Russian Federation.

impact also on the migration

•

The number of beneficiaries of international protection decreased by 48% – 26 in 2020 compared to 50 in 2019. Protec-

and asylum field.

tion was most often granted to citizens of Russian Federation.
•

The number of return decisions decreased by 2% - in 2020,
1097 return decisions were made, of which 93% were voluntary
return decisions.
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In 2020, the development and review process of
new national strategies and action plans (“Cohesive Estonia development plan 2030”, “Internal
security development plan 2020-2030”) in the
field of migration, asylum and integration continued. The new strategies and action plans are
expected to be adopted in 2021.
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Some relevant
publications
in Estonia
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Methodological advice

Give clear instructions about times,
objectives and expectations of the workshop
•

Encourage young people to

•

participate actively
•

Encourage young people
to ask for explanations

Engage with young people directly
in order to build better communication

•

Identify young peoples’ questions
about the materials of the workshop

Non-formal and informal education method-

ing outcomes in media literacy education. It is

ologies are recommended by the EU Commis-

recommended that more time be allocated to

sion as highly successful strategies to engage

the non-formal activities over the lectures to

young people who have previously struggled to

ensure continued learner engagement. Non-for-

participate in classroom and traditional edu-

mal education activities encourage young people

cational contexts. For young people who have

to play a more active role in their learning.

been excluded from education, employment
and/or training, these strategies could be vital
for their successful integration in the learning experience. Therefore, it is recommended
that lectures and formal education strategies
are balanced with participatory informal and
non-formal methodologies. Balancing the above
strategies has been shown to improve learn-
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Educators are encouraged to make use of the

better. This will help to consistently enhance

E-Handbook in order to improve the likelihood

their pedagogical ability of facilitator, as well

of learning outcome achievement amongst

as providing a constantly improving learning

young people with fewer opportunities. Fur-

experience for participants in media literacy.

thermore, facilitators should make use of

During the final activities, participants will

evaluation activities to assess the participants’

assess whether they met their expectations and

performances and the impact of the workshops.

motivations and if they were able to overcome

After each workshop, they should reflect on what

their learning obstacles. They will also decide

they did well and what they could have done

whether they achieved their learning outcomes.

Also, participants can complete a simple evaluatin questionnaire that will assess the content
of the E-Handbook. The evaluation form can include the following:
•

•

Do you feel you know more about mi-

•

Do you feel more media literate?

gration in Europe and its coverage by the

•

Do you feel like the skills and knowl-

media? If not why not?

edge you gained today will help you in

Did this workshop meet your expecta-

the real world?

tions and motivations? If not why not?
•

•

•

•

Is there anything else you would like

How was the teaching style during this

to mention that you enjoyed especially

workshop? (Rating out of 10)

about the workshop?

What did you like especially about the

•

Is there anything else you would have

teaching style during the workshop?

felt would improve your experience of

Is there anything you could recommend

this workshop?

to the facilitator in order to improve the
learning experience?
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